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Of the many Japanese travelers' accounts about their journeys in
late Ch'ing China, NJ.shimura Tenshu's (1865-1924) ~ i~ 1c.-1z;]
Kokan
sokai roku
)}{~ ~l~~ [Notes on an Upstream Journey on the Yangtze
River] is undoubtedly a distinguished one.
Written in literary
Chinese without punctuation and in diary style, Kokan sokai roku
gives us a serie s of pictures of Shanghai, Nanking, and Hankow on the
eve of the Hundred Days Reform of 1898, providing a Japanese journalist's views on Chinese tradition. Moreover, since Tenshu was a participant in ·rather than an observer of contemporary Sino-Japanese
relations, the account itself is worthy of consideratipn as a vatuable .historical record.
In the period of nearly a century from the
time of its composition, though, few scholars have carefully e~amined
his account.
One of the reasons for this is that the account is not
a single volume but is included in Tenshu's collected writings,
Seki'en sensei bunshu ~~ ~ }~jJt~, copies of which are rare and can
be found in few libraries.
Kokan sokai roku thus remains unknown to
many r e a d e r s interested in the history of modern Sino-Japanese rela-
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tions .
Below are some of the results
account and other relevant documents. 1

of a

study of this travel

The Motives behind Tenshu's Journey
According to a statement by Tenshu at the very beginning of the
Kokan sokai roku, throughout his entire life he had held the position
that, because the Japanese and Chinese were of a "common culture and
common race" (dobun doshu I~
}~~), the two peoples should maintain
good neighborly relations.
It was his aspiration to visit China and
discuss that viewpoint with Chinese literati and statesmen.
Granted
two-months' leave by the resodent of the Asahi shinbun '¥~ B t~
company in Tokyo, Tenshu (himself the chief editor of the newspaper) was
thus able to realize his wish. 2
Considering Tenshu' s academic background, it is reasonable to
trust the statement that his journey was based on personal interest.
Born into a family of samurai and Confucian scholars from the domain
of satsuma in 1865, Tenshu had been well-educated from childhood. As
soon as Tokyo Imperial University established its department of
Chinese classics in 1883, Tenshu easily passed the entrance examination, and his scholarship was soon recognized by his classmates and
professors in the department. His career was similar in certain ways
to that of Naito Konan~~>jA I~ (1866-1934), his close friend and the
writer of his epitaph.
Being a journalist and an editor, Tenshu
published numerous articles on the current political situation and on
Japanese intellectual history in the Asahi newspaper: as a researcher
of Chinese .l i t e r a t u r e , he was appointed lecturer at Kyoto Imperial
University. 3
.
.
A main argument of his representative work, Nihon Sogaku shi 13Jt
~ L. [A History of Japanese Neo-Confucianism], was that NeoConfucianism was a general principle in Tokugawa education and it
would remain functional in establishing modern "national morality"
(kokumin dotoku
~ ~ 'l,~) which emphasized loyality to the throne
and patriotism. He considered Western learning a kind of utilitarian
learning and advocated that the Neo-Confucian tradition of moral
cul t Ivat.Lon should be revived.
And, he realized that both the
Japanese and the Chinese were confronting the difficult problem of
how to keep their traditional values while being shocked by the impact of the West.
In 1899, he even submitted a written statement to
Kabayama SUkenori
J.l ~ hO(1837-1922) , the Ministe~ of Education and
a fellow satsuma provin~ial, suggesting that the Shoheiko ~~~ ,
the old Neo-Confuci.an academy sponsored by the Tokugawa shogunate,
should be reestablished. 4
~
However, from an article by Oka Koshichiro ~ f 1::which was
entitled "Tenshu hakase to Cho Shido" :Kltltl-tt.~-lk.>I~ (Dr. Tenshu
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and Chang Chih-tung) and pUblished shortly after Tenshu's death, ·we
know that Tenshu' s journey to the Yangtze Basin was not a purely
personal activity, but was in great measure a special mission to
improve Sino-Japanese relations.
The international background of
that mission may be considered as follows.
After the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95, relations between the
two countries had steadily deteriorated.
Although the Treaty of
Shimonoseki of 1895 had ensured Japan new rights in the Yangtze Basin
(besides those rights obtained previously by other powers)--such as
"the opening of new ports (Shashi, Chungking, Soochow, and Hangchow),
steam navigation rights on the Yangtze River from Ichang to Chungking
and on the Woosung River from Shanghai to Soochow and Hangchow, and
manufacturing rights in the treaty ports that exempted goods produced
from t ariff duties,,5_- f o r many reasons the Japanese could not sufficient l y enjoy the rignts. Moreover, because of Russia's contribution
in f o r cing the Japanese to give up the Liaotung Peninsula, the Ch'ing
gover nment went so far as to establish a secret military agreement
with Ru s s i a in 1896 which was directed against Japan.
For t u n a t e l y , there occurred an opportunity for Japan to restore
and impr ov e its relations with China.
In late 1897, Germany, one of
the thre e powers that had helped Ch ina to regain the Liaotung Peninsula , dispatched forces to occupy Kiaochow Bay, because a German
missionary had been killed in Ts' aochow , Shantung.
It seemed that
Russia had no intention of stopping its German partner' s activity,
but trie d instead to take advantage of the occasion to obtain Lushun
and Dai r e n .
Thus, the General Staff Office (Sanbo honbu ~ ~
herea f ter GSO) of the Japanese Army worked out a plan to draw the
Ch'ing government into a Sino-Japanese alliance or a triangular confederation between China, Japan, and Britain, and decided to focus on
Chang Chih-tung (1837-1909) as the chief objective of its political
persuasion. Being the Hu-Kwang Tsungtu )1~ ~ J$.:t"t(governor-general of
the Hu-Kwang provinces), Chang was the dominant political authority
in the i:mportant provinces of Hupeh and Hunan which were located
along the middle reaches of the Yangtze, and therefore he had connections with the British who were influential in the Yangtzu Basin.
Chang was also a powerful figure who might exert considerable impact
on the policy-making functions of the ch'ing central government.
utsunomiya Taro
~ -fi.. ~r (1861-1922) of Saga prefecture, an
elite,graduate of tha Military Staff College (Rikugun daigakko r!~
fz'~if;L) and a section chief of the GSO, was appointed as "persuader." Tenshu was also chosen as a persuader because of his close
personal relationships with fellow Satsuma provincial Kawakami Soroku
III J:.. t~ 1; (1848-99), the Vice-Chief. of the GSO, and with Fukushima
Yasumasa~~.~~.J:. (1852-1919), the proposer of the political plan for
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whom Tenshu had published an account of his (Fukushima's) travels in
Siberia.
But, the most important reason for the choice was that
Chang Chih-tung was a scholarly, high-ranking official and a leader
and sponsor in the Chinese academic and educational worlds.
Contact
and communication with Chang required a persuader who was proficient
in the literary Chinese language and culture, and Tenshu was indeed
the qualified person. 6
Tenshu's Activities in the Yangtze Basin
The credibility of Oka Koshichiro's article is supported by
Tenshu's account and relevant documents.
For example, he mentions
"captain utsunomiya" once in Kokan sokai roku, recording that the
latter joined him when he arrived in Nagasaki, and the two were in
the same passenger cabin when they set off for China on December 12,
1897.
According to Oka, Tenshu and utsunomiya together met Chang
Chih-tung in Wuchang.
However, in Tenshu' s account of his meeting
with Chang on the last day of 1897, one finds no mention of utsunomiya at all. 7
It seems that Tenshu was unwilling to mention utsunomiya's name too often, so as to distinguish between the army man and
himself, a prominent journalist, though both were messengers of the
GSO.
It was also true that Tenshu was concerned about the development
of Japanese commerce in the treaty ports.
"The Yangtze Basin is
fertile and populous, and it is indeed the source of China's wealth.
Hankow is indeed the hub of commerce in the Yangtze Basin," he wrote
as soon as he arrived in Hankow,
but there are few merchants of our country in those ports I
have passed, and two companies, Tohi ~
and Toeki ~& by
name, are here [in HankowJ.
From Hankow to Shashi, Ichang
a n d Chungking along the upper reaches of the Yangtze, the
footprint [of a Japanese merchantJ cannot even be found any
longer.
On the contrary, though being separated distantly,
the Russian, German, and British merchants have settled in
the ports and steadily consolidated their foundations.
So,
they are the "fishermen" [the third parties to the SinoJ apanese War and the real beneficiaries of itJ of the rights
ensured by the peace treaty [of Shimonoseki in 1895J. 8
For certain reasons, he visited the Chinese tax bureaus and talked
with the officials while in Hankow.
Partly because his visit to
Hankow and Shanghai took place around the New Year's celebrations for
both the solar and the lunar calendars, Tenshu was often invited by
Japanese companies to their receptions and dinners.
These companies
also provided him with accomodations during his stay in the two
metropolises.
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Nevertheless , Tenshu spent much of his time in contacting
Chinese literati, which was his long-cherished wish.
He considered
that there were three advisable ways to maintain a good relationship
betwen the two countries: (a) the governments should handle matters
impartially and speak out from a sense of justice; (b) people and
merchants should keep their promises and seek mutual benefits and
interests; and (c) intellectuals should uphold justice to influence
popular feelings, pUblic opinion, and governmental policy-making. He
thought particularly highly of the decisive role to be played by
intellectuals, suggesting that both Japanese and Chinese should
establish learned societies in their own countries in order to conduct scholarly activities, such as translating and re-translating
Western books , and so as to carry out international academic exchanges during peacetime, as well as to find ways of resolving disputes once they occurred between the two countries.10,~
He was accompanied in Hupeh by Huan Hui -chih
~.~ i.. , a Confucian scholar and relative of Li Shu-ch'ang ~ $. ~
(1837-97), the
former Chinese ambassador to Japan (1881-85, 1887-91). Together they
v1s1ted many local academ1es, 1nclud1ng the famous Tzu-ch /1ang hsueht I ang ~ ~~
and the Liang-Hu shu-yuan ~ ~$R ~p~ .. Tenshu also had
opportunities to converse with Fan Chung-ch' ing ~
the chief
editor of the Han pao ;~ ~ newspaper, and chiang Chien-hsia >'1. ~'~ ,
the Director of Education of Hunan province and the originator of the
Hsiang hs~eh-pao ~t~$t~~newspaper. During Tenshu/s stay in Shanghai,
Tung K' ang
jjt (b . 1867), the chief editor of I-shu kung-hui-pao ~~:t
/",,\ ~ -$i.L(Newsletter of the Association for Translation) who later
became a famous jurist and a close friend of Ariga Nagao 1iit 1J~
ill.
(1860-1921) and Naito Konan, apparently accompanied him.
Tenshu was
able to meet such i nt e r e s t i ?Jl figures as Tseng Ching-i ~ ~
a
gran ds on o f Tseng Kuo- fan ~ ~
(1911-72), and K'ang Kuang-jen~~
~;. (1867-98), the y ounger brother of K'ang Yu-wei (1858-1927).
Because of his title and his views on issues, Tenshu became
popular in Shanghai's journalistic circles. Wang K/ang~nien )~~
(1860-1911), the pres i d e nt of the Shih-wu pao ~ ~tlt newspaper, and
Li Pao-chia
1. (1867-1906), the chief editor of the Yu-hsi pao
;,1)~ ~ ~ newspap':;, became his friends, and on the eve of his departure for Japan on 'F 'ebruary 5, 1898, the chief editors of the principal daily newspapers of Shanghai gave him a farewell dinner party.
Being a sharp-eyed journalist, Tenshu made several insightful
remarks on China I s contemporary situation and cul, tural tradition.
When he visited the park in the Shanghai concession and discovered
that Chinese were not allowed. to enter, he became very angry.
He
wrote in his account that "it is right and proper that there be distinctions between the host and the guest. Though it is a concession,
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it also should be under the authority of the ch'ing.,,9
Showing sympathy for China's misfortunes, Tenshii nevertheless
criticized the Chinese cultural tradition sharply.
When he visited
"
the Liang-Hu shu-yuan, the finest academy of higher learning in Hupeh
and Hunan, he was deeply surprised by the fact that there were no
Japanese books in its library and promised to send Japanese books to
the academy's collection. He wrote:
The two nations share a common culture and rel~gion, and many
Japanese books on history, the Chinese classics, and legal
systems were written in Chinese.
All the universities and
middle schools in Japan have Chinese and Western books.
Therefore, institutions in China also have to study the
neighboring country's literature, so as to know both Japan
and China itself.
Tenshu even gave the examples of Emperor T'ai-tsung,ti% (596-649) of
the T' ang dynasty and Napoleon I (1769-1821) to support his viewpoint: "If T' ai-tsung were alive today, he would draw lessons from
the history of foreign countries.
The French Emperor Napoleon also
had a Chinese dictionary at hand to serve as a reference for his
invasion.
This shows how eager he was to know the other countries.
What makes a country that shares culture and religion with another
country not do so?"ll
Tenshii realized that the superiority complex of the Chinese was
the main reason they underestimated and e x c l u d e d foreign civilizations. He strongly argued that it was the Chinese attitude of treating the Japanese as "island barbarians" (to i :i.J $i ) that had caused
the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95, and the Japanese had no way to
disprove the insult other than by defeating the Chinese. 1 2
The Chinese were not only unwilling to value foreign civilizations, but also were not good at keeping up their own tradition.
This was a conclusion that Tenshii arrived at after he visited many
places of historic interest and scenic beauty. He had been to Huangho lou~1i~**in Wuchang, Hupeh, and Ta-kuan t'ingJt~L* in Anking,
Anhwei. He had also paid homage in Nanking to the mausolea of T'aitsu ~~ifa (r. 13?8-y8) , the founding emperor of the Ming dynasty, and
Fang Hsiao-ju 1)
~ (1357-1402), a famous scholar of the early Ming
period who had an unyielding integrity in opposing the usurpation of
the throne by the Yung-Io jj<...~~ Emperor (r. 1403-24). When - he stopped
at the tablet with an inscribed poem by the K' ang-hsi ~~?t Emperor
(r. 1662-1722) in memoriam to T'ai-tsu, he found there were defects
in the tablet and it was difficult to read the lines.
He noted with
deep feeling:
Since I entered China and visited its buildings, I have been
surprised by their -ma g n i f i c e n t exteriors and dilapidated
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interiors.
I presume the Chinese exert themselves in creat-·
ing [these structures] but pay no attention to sweeping and
maintenance. Though for years they have been deteriorating,
the Chinese live in them with equanimity.
It is because of
their national character.
Not only in the case of buildings
are they used to doing so.
In the case of traditional legal
systems and moral standards, although they were magnificently
formulated [in ancient times], they have not been kept up and
well revised by later generations, and therefore have ceased
to be binding. Now that they do not know how to maintain the
systems and standards, how can they expect to make appropriate adaptation of them in the light of current ' conditions? ..
From such a trivial tablet, we may know the reason for the
deterioration of Chinese civilization. 1 3
Tenshu's Influence on chang Chih-tung
The mai n result of Tenshu' s journey, however, was undoubtedly
the influence he was able to exert over Chang Chih-tung's political
attitude toward Japan, and that influence can be demonstrated through
a textual comparison of Tenshu' s memorial, Renko shigi
~ ~~~ [Personal Views on the (Sino-Japanese) Alliance], and several chapters of
Chang's Ch'~an-hs~eh p'ien~\~Jh [Exhortation to Learning].
As mentioned earlier, it was on the final day of 1897 that
Te n s h u p a i d a visit to Chang.
That was only a courtesy call, however, as he was unable on that occasion to discuss any sUbstantive
issues wi t h Chang . Tenshu's Renko shigi was a note on his "conversa' t i on by writing" (or "brush conversation," hitsudan f~i
of January
7, 1898 with Ku Hung-ming ~>>.~~~ (1857-1928), Chang's secretary for
foreign affairs .
The note was also transcribed and submitted to
1
4
Chang by Ku.
Apparently Chang thought highly of Tenshu's memorial
and distributed copies of it to his subordinate bureaus and various
academies. Chang even ,s e nt Tenshu in his own calligraphy a quotation
from Ssu-ma Kuang's ~.~
(1019-86) Y~-shu
[The Writings of a
Foolish Old Man].15
.
Composed in March and April of 1898 and recommended by the
Kuang-hs~ fu,~ Emperor (r. 1874-1908) three months later, Chang's
"
" p'1en became so popular that one m11110n
. . cop1es
. of the
Ch'uan-hsueh
book were sold. 1 6
However, those chapters of the book relevant to
China's foreign reiations obviously had drawn inspiration from
Tenshu's Renko shigi.
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(a) "Asians are the same race."
The viewpoint asserting that all "Asians are of the same race"
(Ya-chou t'ung-chung 1£ ;:)o/-j ~~) was stated in the "Chih lei" ~\l.1~_
34
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(Knowing Races) of the Ch'uan-hsueh
According to Chang, -China
and its peripheral nations were situated in the same Asian region,
and people in those countries were members of the same yellow race
and shared the same religion and culture.
Because of a lack of foreign challenge, however, these formerly civilized nations had gradually become conservative and feeble: they were now colonized or faced
with a serious crisis of being colonized by the European powers. 1 7
Chang's view here is precisely what Tenshu had emphasized in the
first part of Renko shigi.
with the German occupation of Kiaochow
Bay a nd the Russian seizure of Lushun (Which Tenshu learned of when
he read an account in the Osaka asahi newspaper in Hankow on December
31, 1897) as examples, Tenshu argued that it was an unfortunate real- '
ity that the weak were the prey of the strong, and that the Europeans
would not stop their invasion of Asia.
India, Burma, Indo-China
(Vietnam), and Siam (Thailand) already had been or were in the process of being SUbjugated. China and Japan were the only two independent 'c ou nt r i e s in Asia, but they were next in line to be bagged by
European power hunters.
consequently, there must be a decisive engagement between the Europeans and the Asians . He especially pointed
out the threat to the Far East posed by the Russians, because they
were building the Trans-Siberian Railway. He emphasized that sharing
a r e g i on , race, culture, and religion, China and Japan were now in
the same boat: they shared a bitter hatred of the enemy and should
fight together with one heart and one mind. 1 8
As for the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95, Tenshu claimed that it
was a "quarrel between brothers" (kyodai gekisho JL~ ~yJ .t&i; Chinese,
hsiung-ti hsi-ch'iang) which should be forgotten, and now it was high
time to join forces against attacks from without.
But, since the
strength of the Sino-Japanese alliance was insufficient to oppose the
triangular confederation linking Russia, Germany, and France, it was
advisable to join hands as well with Great Britain, the naval superpower. 19
It should be noted that, because Tenshu was in a sense an Asianist (or Pan-Asianist), his advocacy might have been sincere.
The
intention of the Gsa which had sent him on this mission, though, was
by no means so simple.
From the late Meij i period, joining the
western powers and invading China had become the basic tendency of
Japan's foreign policy.
Therefore, the emphasis laid by Japanese on
the contradictions between Europe and Asia or between the white race
and the yellow race bore a double interpretation. It could have been
merely a persuasive way to draw China into a Sino-Japanese alliance.
Holding for years a geopolitical viewpoint that the genuine
threat to China was not Japan, a small ocean country, but Russia, a
huge continental elnp::'re with a long, common boundary with China,
35

Chang Chih-tung also considered that it was time to join Japan ' i n
friendship to resist Russia and Germany, now that Japan had shown an
amicable sign. 2 0 So, he was easily influenced by Tenshu's point of
view.
(b) "Do Not Cease Armaments."
One of the chapters of the Ch'uan-hsueh
"
" p'ien was entitled "Fei
mi-ping":qf~Jf* (Do Not Ce ase Armaments).
In this chapter, Chang
criticized the opinion that China should seek security and peace in
t h e East Asian region by depending on international law and the European Peace Conferenc e.
He pointed out that after the establishment
of t he Conference in Vienna, Austria, the Western powers had never
s t opped their encroachment on the East. Recently, there had occurred
t he German occupation o f Kiaoc h ow Bay and similar Russian actions in
Lushun.
However, no one had ever heard a member of the Conference
come forward to be a "Master Lu Lien"
~.} (namely, Lu Chung-lien
a famous figure who upheld justice in the Warring States
period, 475-221 B.C.).
Therefore, Chinese should strengthen their
a rmaments rather than cease producing them; and they should not rely
o n i nter n a t i o n a l law but on t h e i r own force, courage, and wisdom. 21
These arguments of Chang's also included some inspiration from
Renko shig ~" . Tenshu had emphasized in his memorial that, although it
did not lack justice, international law per se cou ld not insure that
the small and weak nations would be treated equally in cases in which
they found themselves in disputes with the powers. If a nation wanted to defend i tself in the wo r l d where "the law of the jungle" still
prevailed, the chaos caused by wars could never be forgotten and
combat readiness should never be lacking.
If a nation had no armaments, though there we r e a hundred men like Su Ch'in~~~ (a political strategist of the Warring States period) and a thousand like Lu
Chung-lien , it would not succeed in its diplomacy.
The German occupation of Kiaochow Bay provided an absolute example for these realities. 2 2
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(c) Taking a Shortcut to Wealth and Power.
In search of wealth and power, as the famous saying goes, chang
Chih-tung agreed with a general principle for education which called
for "Chinese learning for the foundation, Western learning for practical use" (Chung-hsueh wei t'i, Hsi-hsueh wei yyng't~~,~,~t,~,~
~ .~). He realized the necessity of receiving Western learning, but
argued that it was advisable to follow the example of Japan, whose
version of Western learning provided a shortcut to wealth and power.
"
l>k ' . ! :
.h.
• ~...l::~
In "Yu-hsueh"
l!1}\-z.~
(studyl.ng
Abroad) and "Kuang-l."
~~
(Transla-e:
"
"
,_ "' .-r
tion), two chapters of Ch'uan-hsueh p'ien, he enumerated the follow36

ing reasons to explain his position:
As for which foreign country to go to for study, the Western
nations are not as good as Japan.
[Japan] is close to China
and it is easy to investigate it; Japanese is similar to
Chinese and it is easy to thoroughly understand it; Western
books are so numerous and Western learning is difficult to
master.
However, the Japanese have reduced both to the bare
essentials.
Since China is similar to Japan in customs and
manners, [the Japanese version of Western learning] is easy
to imitate. It is better than anything else to get twice the
result with half the effort. 2 3
We can locate here too the influence of Renko shigi. Tenshu had
made the following suggestions in this memorial:
The urgent task of your country is turning over a new leaf,
so as to keep up with the times and to seek wealth and power.
All the schemes for wealth and power can be found in Western
learning. . .
However, when you adapt the strong points of
Western learning, you · have to make necessary adjustments.
Your country is of a common culture and common race with our
country , and i~ is similar in conditions and customs to ours.
[Western systems and technology] which are suitable for our
country must be suitable for your country.
Now that we have
made the necessary adjustments in order to gear them to our
conditions, it would indeed be a shortcut if you model yourself on us , taking the strong points of Western learning
which are fit to you to turn over a new leaf and to improve
your general affairs.
Moreover, the expenses for engaging
one European teacher can be used to engage two Japanese
teachers; the expenses for sending ten students to Europe can
be used to send fifty students to Japan...
It takes five
years for students to graduate from European schools, but in
Japan it only takes three years. The situation is so different between Europe and Japan that, if you follow the Japanese
model, you can get twice the result with half the effort and
expense. . .
So, today' s urgent task is to engage Japanese
teachers for work in China and to send Chinese students to
Japan. The more you engage and send, the greater results you
shall have.
You may change the general mood of your nation
within a year and resist foreign aggression and hold sway
over the region within three years. 2 4
Needless to say, Tenshu's proposal was very attractive to Chang
who was then worrying about China's future.
It provided a perspective on becoming powerful in a period as short as three years, and
Chang must "h a v e been stimulated by it.
In fact, immediately after
37

Tenshu and utsunomiya visited chang, the latter telegraphed in cipher
to the Tsungli Yarnen ,~:l,J.!Jil r~ (the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs), suggesting in all seriousness that the Ministry adopt the
Japanese proposals for a Sino-Japanese alliance and a triangular
confederation among China, Japan, and Britain.
"Now that Japan is
willing to help us," wrote Chang, "we should make the b est use of its
help.
Japan cannot resist Russia and Germany, but the British navy
can.
An a lliance with Japan is the key to an alliance with
Britain. ,,25 Chang 's suggestion, however, ' was rejected by the Tsungli
Yamen, and neither the alliance nor the confederation were established. Nevertheless, as a l eader of Chinese educational administration, Ch ang played a decisive role in sending Chinese students to
Japan and engaging Japanese teachers for work in China. It is common
knowledge that these extensive exchanges greatly influenced the academic and political trends of Ch'ing China in its closing days.
" " .
- Ke~shu
.
-Ji?ir'\fJ~
Ch ang' s Ch'uan-hsueh
p'~en, as Saneto
Wt r"J~fv\ I'!. (1895-1985)
put it, was indeed a "great manifesto" (dai sengen -A. I~ ~ ) for sending Chinese students overseas to Japan and for receiving the Japanese
version o f Western learning. 2 6
Tenshu was very glad that his opinions in Renko shigi were
adopted in Ch'~an-hs~eh p'ien. He showed his concern for the Chinese
students in Japan and published several articles in the Osaka asahi
to encourage Japanese educators to go to China. He advised those who
were invited to teach Western subjects there that they should also
value tradi tional Chinese learning, and that scholars of Chinese
learning should be accomodated despite their differences with Western
learning . 27 When he traveled to China again in 1900, he brought with
. as a vade mecum and a proud memento the copy of Ch' uan-hsueh
"
"
h Lm
p'ien which was a gift from Chang, and he sent a letter to Chang
which began with a mention of their . last meeting and of the relation.
. .
"".
28
sh~p between h~s memor~al and Chang's Ch'uan-hsueh p'~en .
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made a series of presentations. He was also engaged as a lecturer "by
the Daito bunka gakuin and published an. essay entitled "Shina bunmei
no fukko to Nihon"
~p ~~ 0)
"L 6;.f [The Renaissance of Chinese
civilization and Japan] in the first issue of Kaitoku, the journal of
the Kaitokudo Association which Tenshu inaugurated.
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